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ABSTRACT 
 
Accurate AFR control with TWC is a significant method to reduce the exhaust emission
of SI engines. To follow the modern model-based methodology in automotive industries, a
virtual engine simulation platform have been carried out to simulate a SGMW B15 engine
based on enDYNA by adding the AFR path dynamic models. Experiments and simulation
results have been compared for the model validation both about the engine performance at
steady state and AFR path transient response. Also a soft ECU model has been designed
for the control algorithm implementation. Simulation results shows that the engine model
is appropriate for simulating SI engine operated at steady and transient state, and the
close-loop PID controller has better performance for suppressing the overshoot of AFR
signal during transient throttle position varying. The simulation model described in this
work could support the AFR control algorithm development as a proper virtual engine
control objects. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 As the sustained growth of automotive production, vehicle tail-pipe exhaust has become one of 
the major source of the air pollutants. Corresponding emission regulations become increasingly stringent 
in the countries all around the world for more efficient and lower emission automobiles. The 
combination of EFI (electronic fuel injection) and TWC (three way catalyst) technologies have been 
developed during the last two decades to meet the strict emission requirements for conventional SI 
(spark ignition) engines. Thus, the AFR (air to fuel ratio) needs to be maintained at the stoichiometric 
value to guarantee the maximum TWC efficiency for simultaneous reduction of NOx (nitrogen oxides), 
CO (carbon monoxide) and HC (hydrocarbons) to nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and water[1], 
meaning that the complete combustion of both oxygen and fuel has occurred in the engine cylinders. 
However, the accurate AFR control has been extensively investigated over many years[1-3] and is still a 
challenge because of the nonlinearities, time delays, parameter varying and uncertain characteristics 
existed in the engine dynamics[4]. 
 Generally, the AFR control consists of two main parts: the estimate of the air mass; the fuel 
calculation and injection control. The air mass flow is a passive control parameter which is affected by 
the gas pedal position following the driver’s intension. As a consequence, fuel injection quantity is often 
controlled by the FPW (fuel injection pulse width) to meet the AFR regulation requirements at different 
operation point which is determined by the engine load and velocity. AFR control strategies are always 
based on the analytical engine model which describes the process dynamics. Different from the complex 
CFD (computational fluid dynamics) models which can provide the information of engine combustion 
performance, MVEM (mean value engine model) is suitable for real-time simulation and has been 
widely used in engine control applications[5,6]. 
 The proper analytical MVEM was found by Hendricks first[7], and the essence of MVEM was to 
describe the physical engine dynamics on the time scale of several engine events without the cycle-to-
cycle characteristics. Later investigators expanded the model to the AFR control application such as 
observer design[4], control method analysis[8,9], transient fuel film compensation[10] and also as the 
control object in simulation[11]. Furthermore, the commercial engine simulation software tools such as 
dSPACE and DYNAware are also based on the MVEM theory, and widely used by the automotive 
industries in HIL (hardware-in-the-loop) which is a vital test in the designing process of modern 
automotive electronic control system[12]. However, the AFR path dynamics and sensor characteristics are 
omitted in MVEM and HIL simulation. In order to research accurate AFR control algorithms following 
the modern model-based methodology, there is a need to develop a proper engine dynamic model with 
the characteristics of AFR path which could be used in the controller design process. 
 In this work, the MVEM theory and the dynamics of AFR control path are analyzed for the 
immeasurable parameter observation and controller design. The HIL simulation engine model based on 
enDYNA is improved by adding the transient AFR path dynamics, and the model is matched with the 
experiment data from the real engine test. Improving the enDYNA model rather than Hendricks’s 
MVEM is a beneficial solution for implementing the model on the real-time simulation platform, 
because commercial engine model is always comprehensive and superior. Then, a virtual engine test 
bench is established and the offline or real-time simulation of the SI engine can be used for the engine 
AFR controller development to optimize fuel economy and reduce emissions. 
 The paper is organized as follows. The detail modelling of MVEM and AFR path dynamics is 
discussed in section II. Taking the specific B15 engine as example, section III presents a virtual test 
bench based on the improved enDYNA engine model and the validation by the simulated and measured 
engine data. The basic AFR control strategy is described in section IV, and the simulation results is 
conducted. Finally, conclusions and further recommendations are included in section V. 
 

SYSTEM MODEL FOR AFR DYNAMICS 
 

 Since the MVEM describes the mathematical subsystem models for the engine dynamic 
behaviors which are always used for the control applications, in this section, the AFR dynamics is 
analyzed based on MVEM. The MVEM consists of three dynamics subsystems: fuel vapor and film, 
manifold air mass flow, crank shaft and loading[7], and these subsystems can be used in the AFR control 
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for the estimate of the air mass, the fuel injection calculation and the definition of operation points. 
Furthermore, the transmission and response characteristics of the AFR path are also significant for the 
controller design and will be discussed in this section. 
 
Fuel vapor and film model 
 As the wall-wetting phenomenon discussed by Hendricks[7], a part of the fuel out from the 
injector nozzle would form fuel film on the intake manifold and the other would be as vapor flow. The 
total fuel together with the air mass into the engine’s cylinder is not measurable and unequal to the 
injected fuel at each engine event, it consists of the fuel vapor flow both from the injector directly and 
the fuel film evaporation. The model can be expressed in equation form as: 
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 Where the fraction of the fuel flow become film is defined as X, and fτ is the fuel film 

evaporation time constant. 
•

fcylm denotes the fuel mass flow entering the cylinder, 
•

fcmdm  denotes the 

injected fuel mass flow followed the control command, 
•

fvm  and 
•

ffm  denote the fuel mass flow from the 
injection directly and the wall film evaporation respectively. All the unit of the fuel mass flow is g per 
sec. This model is a convenient approximation to the true physical dynamic of the fuel in the engine. 
Furthermore, the equations can be expressed as a single transfer function: 
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 where s is the Laplace operator. 
 
Intake manifold air flow model 

 Familiar with the fuel, the air mass entering the cylinder intake valves (
•

pam ) which will strongly 

affect the AFR is unmeasurable and unequal to the air mass intake from the throttle (
•

atm ). The 

difference between 
•

atm  and 
•

pam  is the air mass flow in the manifold (
•

am ): 
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 Where mV is the volume of the intake manifold, R  is the gas constant of fresh air ( J
kg K⋅

), mT is 

the manifold air temperature (degrees Kelvin), mp is the manifold air pressure (bar) which can be 
measured by MAP (manifold absolute pressure). 
 The air flow across the throttle was physically modelled by Hendricks as two seperated parallel 
isentropic flows[13], it can be expressed as: 
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 Where 
•

1atm is a fitting constant, α is the throttle angle (degree), cn ppppaa ,,,,, 2121 are 
constant parameters which have been found in the paper[13], amanr ppp /= and ap denotes the pressure 
just in front of the throttle plate after the air filter. It can also be shown that the total air mass flow past 
the throttle plate can be expressed as the product of a function of the throttle angle only and a function of 
the pressure ratio only. Although the model is nonlinear and complicate, it is convenient to fitting as the 
expression above. 
 As the pressure and temperature in the engine cylinder are not measured, it’s difficult to use ideal 
gas law to calculate the real air mass in the cylinder. So volumetric efficiency ( ve ) is introduced to 
observe the amount of air in the cylinder by the pressure and temperature measured in the manifold. 
Using the speed density formula: 
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 Where dV is the engine displacement（ L）, n is the engine velocity (RPM), mp  and mT  are as 
above. Hendicks has simplified the equation as the linear in the manifold pressure: 
 

imimv ypspe −⋅=⋅  (7) 
 
 Where ii ys , are fitting parameters as constant and should not change much over the operating 
range of the engine[13]. 
 So with the equations (3-7), the dynamic of air mass has been modelled and it’s clearly that the 
air mass in the cylinder for fuel injection calculation can be observed by the throttle angel, manifold 
pressure and the engine velocity. 
 
Crank shaft dynamic model 
 Based on the energy conservation law, the change of the rotational kinetic energy is equal to the 
available acceleration power on the crank shaft. The physically expression is: 
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 Where I  is the associate moment of inertia both of the engine and load ( 2mkg ⋅ ), bpf PPP ,,  are 
the friction, pumping losses and load power, dτ is the delay between the change of speed and fuel flow 
step, uH  is the fuel heating value ( kgJ / ), iη . is the indicated efficiency which affected by the spark 
advance angle, lambda, crank shaft speed and manifold air pressure, the detail can be found in the 
paper[7]. 
 
AFR path dynamic model 
 The close loop AFR control including the measurement data provided by the EGO (exhaust gas 
oxygen) sensor, the intake air mass estimate, and the fuel injection control. The dynamic of the AFR 
path comprise several delays, the wall-wetting phenomenon, gas mixing dynamics and the sensor 
dynamics as showed in Figure 1. The fuel and air model has been described in section 2.1 and 2.2. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: AFR path dynamic model structure 
 
 AFR means the ratio of the air mass and fuel in the cylinder, it is commonly given by the 
variable of λ  which is the ratio of AFR and the stoichiometric ratio ( stoiR , approximately 14.7 for 

gasoline). As the air flow is uncontrolled input, the equivalence ratio, 
λ

φ 1
= , is defined to make sure 

that the measurement is linear with the controlled input, fuel, proportionally. So, the AFR path can be 
defined as: 
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 Where )(sG  includes all the overall dynamics of the AFR path from the gas and fuel mixed in 
the cylinder to the equivalence ratio measured by the sensor. There is a pure delay in the process )(sG
which includes the combustion time ( burnT ) and exhaust gas transportation ( extT ). burnT  indicates the time 
delay between the opening of inlet and exhaust valves, extT indicates the time delay between the exhaust 
valve to the EGO sensor. The exhaust gas from each cylinder is mixed in the tailpipe and can be 
modelled as a first-order plant, the time constant is mτ . Meanwhile, EGO sensor can be modelled as a 
first-order plant, and the time constant oτ . is always 20ms for the conventional sensor. Finally, )(sG  
can be approximately expressed as: 
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 Where n is the engine speed (RPM), CYLis the number of the cylinders,
•

am is the air flow rate 
and a  is a fitting parameter based on the experimental data. More detail of the model can be find in the 
paper[14]. 
 

VIRTUAL ENGINE SIMULATION PLATFORM 
 

 Currently, HIL testing is used to shorten development and testing time for the engine control 
system, and running the deterministic engine model on the real-time simulator is an essential process in 
the application. In this section, an engine simulation platform is developed by MVEM theories for the 
real-time or off-line simulation and it is beneficial to the control strategy design according to the model-
based method. And the process has actually become a standard procedure in the control system design of 
the automotive industry. 
 MVEM has been widely employed as a conventional model for the engine control practice. Both 
the identification and the parameter fitting methods have been extensively utilized in the engine 
modelling. In this work, the software package enDYNA which is based on the MVEM algorithms is 
employed for the real-time simulation of SI engines. As the consideration of more complicated factors 
and various possibilities, the commercial engine model is precise and reliable for the engine 
behavior representation. The enDYNA engine model is developed by TESIS and implemented in the 
Matlab/Simulink environment which supports the user defined model modification and allows the 
straightforward incorporation with the designed control algorithms. 
 In this work, enDYNA engine model is improved by adding the AFR dynamics described in 
section2. The schematic of the virtual engine simulation platform is shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Schematic of the virtual engine simulation platform 
 
Experiment data acquisition on engine test bench 
 In order to model a SGMW B15 engine, experiments for the operating data acquisition have been 
implemented on the engine test bench at Wuhan University of Technology. The geometry dimensions 
are listed in TABLE 1. 
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TABLE 1: SGMW B15 Engine Specifications 
 

Engine Type SI,4 cylinders, In-line
Displacement (liters) 1.485L 
Compression Ratio 10.2:1 
Bore (mm) 74.7 
Stroke (mm) 84.7 
Speed for maximum torque (rpm) 3600-4000 

 
 As shown in Figure 3, the SGMW B15 gasoline engine is connected with an eddy current 
dynamometer on the test bench. Engine velocity, torque, water temperature and other parameters of the 
test bench can be captured and displayed by the test and control system, and also the gas pedal is driven 
by it automatically. The engine is controlled by the corresponding OEM ECU which has been calibrated 
based on abundant experiment, and consequently, the measured data by the ECU is considered accurate 
enough in this work. The transient data of the sensors during the engine operation is acquired by the 
OBD VCI (Vehicle Communication Interface) developed at WHUT according to the diagnostics 
communication protocols[15]. Furthermore, in order to identify the AFR path model, FPW Control & 
Drive unit is developed for the fuel injection disturbance, and a UEGO is installed as near as possible to 
the HEGO1 as shown in Figure 2. HORIBA MEXA-730λ AFR analyzer and MSO4104B oscilloscope 
are used to record the step response data after the FPW changed suddenly which would cover all the 
dynamic characteristics of the AFR path. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Schematic of the engine test bench for data acquisition 
 
Engine model validation 
 The engine model matching approaches in this work is following the instruction of the guidance 
by TESIS[16], the data preprocessing tool is used for the parameter matching based on the measured data. 
For validating the precision of the simulation, the engine performance is evaluated by the comparison of 
the experiment and simulation results. In this work, the engine operation point is defined by the engine 
velocity and throttle angle as shown in Figure 4. 66 sets of measured data have been acquired on the 
engine test bench and 300 sets of simulation data have been obtained by the simulation model. At each 
different operation point, the data is recorded at the steady state. However, as the physical phenomenon 
and the limits of the test and control system, the test points of the experiment distribute asymmetrically. 
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Figure 4: The engine operation points for model validation 
 
 First, the engine output torque is validated as shown in Figure 5 and some of experiment data 
hides under the surface of the simulation result. It has been shown that the maximum torque is generated 
around 4000 RPM as the same as the engine specification and the test shows a satisfactory performance 
of the engine at steady state mode. The output torque is negative at high speed because of the reversed 
towing by the dynamometer in the simulation and this situation is not covered in the experiments. 
 

 
 

Figure 5: The engine output torque validation by the simulation and experiment data 
 
 On the B15 engine, MAP sensor is employed for the estimation of the intake air mass which 
significantly impact on the AFR control. Also, the manifold pressure is displayed in Figure 6 for 
comparison purpose. In the situation of high engine velocity and light load, the air pressure in the intake 
manifold is low. Also, it changes little and is almost close to the atmospheric pressure when the throttle 
angle is large. It’s obviously shown that simulation result is consistent with the experiment. 
 

 
 

Figure 6: The engine manifold pressure validation by the simulation and experiment data 
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 For the AFR path model verification, small step wave fuel flow perturbations is used for the 
transient response analysis[17]. The small step wave is superimposed on the constant fuel flow command 
at steady state and the modulation depth is about 10% of the constant. As described in Figure 1, the 
engine velocity and the air mass remain steady, the effect of the fuel flow command perturbation should 
impact the lambda signal measured by the AFR analyzer and it would cover the whole dynamics of AFR 
path. On the engine test bench, the HEGO is removed to guarantee the OEM ECU runs in the open loop. 
 The injection pulse width signal is recorded by the oscilloscope and then be calculated to the fuel 
command step. To eliminate the effect of index dimension and quantity of data, the calculated fuel 
command, X, is normalized in the following way: 
 

11.0
minmax

min +×
−
−

=
XX
XXX , so ]1.1,1[⊂X  (11) 

 
 The fuel command in the simulation multiplies by the normalized FPW input, X , to establish the 
stimulus signal in the simulation model to result in the same characteristic of the experiment 
perturbations. The measured φ  signal and the simulation response at different operating points are 
shown in Figure 7 to Figure 9. The step perturbation is implement when the engine is at steady state and 
all of the data is synchronized by the time. 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Comparison of measured and simulated φ  signal with small step wave fuel flow perturbations at 1200RPM 
with 20% throttle 
 

 
 

Figure 8: Comparison of measured and simulated φ  signal with small step wave fuel flow perturbations at 1200RPM 
with 35% throttle 
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Figure 9: Comparison of measured and simulated φ  signal with small step wave fuel flow perturbations at 1600RPM 
with 20% throttle 
 
 With the comparison of the results, the time delay and system dynamics is obviously presented. 
The fluctuation of the normalized FPW input is due to the open loop control of OEM ECU as the 
operating points is unable to keep at absolute steady state by the eddy current dynamometer. The 
measured φ  signal by the AFR analyzer is also affected by the noise and systemic error which is 
neglected in this paper. The experimental and simulation results are demonstrate that the model 
described in section2.4 is appropriate for the AFR path dynamic modelling. 
 

DESIGN OF SOFT ECU FOR ENGINE SIMULATION MODEL 
 

 Although the ECU emulator block is provided in enDYNA for the off-board simulation, it’s hard 
to modify the control method and parameter because of the packaged block. A soft ECU controller 
model is designed for the control of the engine simulation model as shown in Figure 10. The input and 
output signals are connected with the corresponding SGMW B15 engine model described above. The 
equations in Section2.2 is used for the intake manifold air mass estimation and calculation. Optimized 
spark advance angle data is initialized based on the experiment and saved in the lookup table. 
When the engine speed is below the intended speed and the gas-pedal angle is smaller than the limit, idle 
speed control block is activated for the automatic throttle control. 
 

 
 

Figure 10: The architecture of the soft ECU controller model 
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SIMULATION RESULT 
 

 As the enDYNA model only emphasize on the basic engine function realization, AFR dynamic is 
added as described in section2 to improve the engine model for AFR control application. To 
demonstrate the simulation results of the B15 engine, two simulation test were carried out as shown in 
Figure 11-12. 
 In Figure 11, the simulation was set at driving mode means the engine performed under the 
control of the gas pedal without the load torque from dynamometer. Idle speed state is not included in 
this case so that the throttle position followed the movement of the gas pedal. It was obviously to see 
that the AFR signal fluctuated with the throttle angle which would greatly influence the intake air mass 
and the suddenly adjusted fuel injection would not be drawn into the cylinder due to the wall-wetting 
phenomenon as seen in section 2.1. At the steady state, the throttle angle changed slowly so that the 
AFR could be kept around 1 although the engine speed changed; but, the deviation was large at the 
transient state because the error caused by delay and system dynamics was not able to compensate with 
the open loop control. 
 For comparison purposes, a simulation was carried out using open loop and close loop controller 
at the same driving states as shown in Figure 12. ECE-15 driving cycle was employed for the model test 
because it contained 15 kinds of driving mode such as idle speed, acceleration, constant speed and 
decelerate state of the engine. The gas pedal was controlled by the enDYNA soft tool automatically in 
the simulation to achieve the expected velocity during the driving cycle and the transmission was set at 
the first gear to cover the whole operating points of the engine in the test. Idle speed control was active 
when the engine speed below 800RPM. As there is no load torque from the dynamometer to manipulate 
the engine speed in such kind of test, the throttle was adjusted quickly to maintain the engine speed at 
the fixed acceleration according to the driving cycle, so the AFR signal also has the large deviation as 
seen in Figure 12. A PID controller was designed for the AFR close loop control which compensated 
fuel injection according to the equivalence ratio error with the measured from the UEGO sensor model. 
It was obviously to see that the overshoot of the AFR signal could be suppressed. But, the gains of the 
PID feedback controller cannot be made aggressive to maintain stability. Moreover, since the fuel 
injection reacted compensation from the feedback path only after the delay, the overshoot in the 
response was difficult to avoid by any classic controller. 
 

 
 

Figure 11: Engine model performance at transient and steady state with open loop AFR control 
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Figure 12: The comparison of AFR control with open loop AFR and close loop under the ECE driving cycle 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

 In this paper, the analytical MVEM with AFR path dynamics has been discussed in order to 
model the SI engine for AFR control application. The enDYNA software tool is used for the SI engine 
modelling and be improved by adding the AFR dynamics. Experiments on the engine test bench have 
been done for the data acquisition which is used for the engine model matching. In comparison of the 
experiment results, the simulation model is validated and the results demonstrate that the model is 
appropriate for the B15 engine. A soft ECU controller model is designed to replace the ECU emulator in 
the simulation as the other control algorithm can be implemented is the simulation. Two simulations 
results has been presented to show the engine performance at different operating points. It has also been 
observed that the PID controller can suppress the overshoot during the throttle position varying. 
 As the wall-wetting phenomenon and AFR dynamics exist, avoiding the AFR signal overshoot in 
the response is still challenging due to the delay and parameter varying. The simulation model reported 
here can be used as the virtual engine control object in the AFR control application. Further control 
algorithm to deal with the delay and parameter varying problems for AFR regulation are currently under 
investigation. 
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